Abstract. The extractive and construction industries rely heavily on accurate geospatial data to control position, location, alignment, and orientation of planned excavations. Recent advancements in the survey industry, through the use of terrestrial laser scanning, can now provide engineering teams with three-dimensional (3-D) data in unprecedented detail via georeferenced point clouds. Furthermore, equipment is now available that provides fully mobile automated mapping solutions, independent of satellite positioning, utilizing simultaneous localization and mapping. This paper evaluates the surveying capability of three fully mobile automated mapping solutions against a benchmark laser scanning survey undertaken at the underground Camborne School of Mines Test Mine facility. The study highlights that handheld automated mapping solutions, in which closed-loops can be formed, have the potential to provide quicker data collection and processing time, as well as the required accuracy for underground surveying applications. However, the automated solution was unable to produce the necessary point cloud density to identify low-angled discontinuities that may have a major safety implication, leading to potential rockfall.
Introduction
The need for accurate spatial data is essential in underground space utilization to ensure the necessary alignment, void control, and efficiency of extraction operations. In many cases, conventional surveying techniques are used to both orientate and provide spatial measurement of excavation caverns, drives or tunnels, and operating faces. In an ever-changing environment, and where multiple tasks are being undertaken in a confined area, the need to capture data quickly is of paramount importance. Recent advances in geospatial techniques have resulted in the development of laser scanning technologies that capture accurate data at an unprecedented rate (up to 1 million points per second). 1 applications, the development of underground mapping systems has also gathered pace. This has been achieved by a combination of network beacons of known position and laser-based systems used to control the equipment. 8, 9 Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) was the next major step forward, in which a robot or mobile device could locate itself in an unknown environment and also map its environment while determining position. 10 ZEB (automated mapping devices) indoor mobile mapping solutions were developed following a research project at Centre for Science and Industrial Research Organisation, Australia, and soon became a commercial product distributed through GeoSLAM. 11 The ZEB systems use the geometry of the ascertained environment and a low cost IMU along with the trajectory of the survey, to form a three-dimensional (3-D) model. 12 The captured data are processed to generate a 3-D point cloud of the scanned area. The handheld ZEB scanning solution alleviates the need to use GPS to obtain position, which is required with a conventional mobile mapping solution. Previous studies include the use of the ZEB1 laser scanning system to provide a forestry inventory from beneath the tree canopy. 13 The ZEB system has also been integrated into the survey departments of underground mining operations. 14 As the ZEB indoor mapping solution is considerably less complex (with the use of GPS correction) than conventional mobile-based solutions, the accuracy and the range are somewhat compromised. However, the benefits of the ZEB system are that it is handheld and can provide an affordable solution for mapping indoors: with a maximum single point accuracy of 30 mm (dependent on the efficiency of the SLAM algorithm) and a range of 30 m (indoors).
This study evaluates the use of automated mapping systems against a baseline survey undertaken using a conventional TLS system in an underground environment. The key aim of this paper is to evaluate the use of an automated system as a potential replacement of conventional survey methodologies for generation of excavation surface topology. In addition, an assessment of the automated unit is undertaken to see if the device can generate the point density needed to undertake effective rock mass characterization. Discussion will be focused on the accuracy, speed, ease of use, and the practical application of the instruments in an underground mining environment. To the authors' knowledge, no previous studies of this nature have been published in an underground setting, so it is important to classify error and manufacturers' claims on equipment usage. The study highlights that handheld automated mapping solutions, in which closed loops can be formed, have the potential to provide quicker data collection and processing time, as well as the required accuracy for underground surveying applications. However, the automated solution was unable to produce the necessary point cloud density to identify low-angled discontinuities that may have a major safety implication, leading to potential rockfall.
Methods

Automated Mapping Devices
Three automated mapping devices (ZEB1, ZEB REVO, and a customized ZEB system) were chosen for comparative field trials at the Camborne School of Mines (CSM) underground Test Mine facility. The ZEB systems were chosen as the products are being sold commercially for mine mapping applications.
14 A tightly controlled survey network and dataset have been established over several decades at the Test Mine using conventional surveying techniques and the site has been used historically for field testing of surveying equipment.
The ZEB1 is a commercially available device/instrument. The ZEB REVO was provided to the authors prior to its public launch. A custom hybrid prototype developed by GeoSLAM (40-Hz REVO) that required field trials was tested. Each of these devices was evaluated for local coordinate accuracy and speed of use against a conventional laser scan survey of the mine during field trials in February 2016. The point cloud data generated from the respective devices were also used to perform remote rock mass characterization. The ZEB-based rock mass characterization was also evaluated against the laser scan survey data and established handmapped geotechnical survey data of a selected area of the mine.
The ZEB1 scanning system, illustrated in Fig. 1 , comprises a two-dimensional (2-D) scanning system, which is attached to a handle through a "sprung" neck, which oscillates due to the movement of the operator walking. This allows the instrument to gather 2-D scan lines of the environment in a "nodding" motion, which then ultimately form a 3-D point cloud. The ZEB REVO system, also shown in Fig. 1 , uses a 2-D scanning head to collect geospatial data but has the ability to capture data at 100 Hz instead of the 40 Hz found on the ZEB1. The structure of the instruments differs considerably; the REVO system is mounted to a handle that rotates around the X-axis, as opposed to the "nodding" motion of the ZEB1. All of the ZEB units provide ∼40;000 points per second of data collection and incorporate Class 1 eye-safe laser systems. A customized unit consisting of a 40-Hz ZEB1 scanning head with the mechanics of a ZEB REVO was also evaluated during the field trials (this unit is referred to as a 40-Hz REVO).
ZEB systems register the captured data in two stages. First, local registration happens in real time while undertaking the laser scanning process. The IMU is used to estimate an initial position and create a point cloud from which "Surfels" (common points between scans) are extracted to represent unique shapes in the point cloud. The trajectory is then calculated for the next sweep of data using the IMU and Surfels extracted again in the same way. The two sets of Surfels are then used to match the point clouds together and subsequently correct and smooth the trajectory estimation given by the IMU. Following this iterative process, the point cloud is recreated based on the new, "smoothed" best estimate trajectory. Surfel matching error can accumulate along the walked trajectory causing "drift" (deviation in the model in respect to the true geometry). The amount of drift will be dependent on the number of features in the environment, in which additional features improve the matching process reducing drift.
Second, a global registration is undertaken once the scan is complete through postprocessing. Common sections from the entire scan are taken and then matched together, through conventional point cloud processing. Therefore, it is important to try to "close loops" within the survey process. This allows the SLAM process to locate more common matched areas/features improving the accuracy of the final registration. Starting and finishing the survey in the same area also provides the algorithm with an optimum starting point to begin the global registration process. 15 In order to compare and evaluate the use of the selected laser scanning devices, a number of underground surveys were undertaken at the CSM Test Mine, which provided a controlled environment. A preselected quadrilateral of drives, with additional connecting tunnels (offering the ability to close numerous loops), was selected for evaluation. This survey methodology provided the optimal layout for testing of the equipment, as the SLAM algorithm was able to close multiple loops, thereby controlling error within the surveyed area. A plan of the CSM Test Mine is shown in Fig. 2 , with the red box highlighting the surveyed area. This study has been based on optimal conditions and further work is being undertaken in order to evaluate the performance of ZEB systems in long narrow drives.
In order to evaluate ZEB systems, a benchmark survey of the selected region of the mine was first undertaken using a calibrated Leica HDS6000 laser scanner. 
Leica HDS6000
The HDS6000 laser scanner was selected for the benchmark survey as it is well suited for laser scanning in underground environments, due to its high scan speed and data density. Fifty-nine scans from different set-up locations were taken of the surveyed area using the high setting on the instrument, performing a scan in ∼3.5 min, collecting in the region of 4 to 5 million points per set-up location. The set-up locations were spaced ∼7 m apart along the drives throughout the surveyed area providing sufficient overlap to help constrain the point clouds in the postprocessing stage. To aid in the control and subsequent registration process, eight Leica "tilt-and-turn" targets were placed in each scan location (with at least four targets remaining static between scans).
ZEB1, ZEB REVO, and 40-Hz REVO
Prior to scanning, the ZEB instruments were first laid on a flat surface to allow them to initialize. Following initialization, the same area of the mine was surveyed at walking pace (slow with ZEB1 and 40 Hz REVO) and where possible "closed loops" were formed in order to "brace" the dataset, reducing errors in subsequent data processing. Certain areas of the mine were traversed in both directions to add point cloud density. The trajectory lines of the ZEB1, ZEB REVO, and 40-Hz surveys are shown in Fig. 3 .
The trajectory lines shown in Fig. 3 serve two purposes: they highlight the loops that the surveyor has undertaken and also demonstrate, through a color-coding system (blue good-red poor), the accuracy of the SLAM algorithm registration. It can also be seen from Fig. 3 that many of the areas of the mine have been walked at least twice and, in certain areas where closed loops have been undertaken, as many as four times. In addition, Fig. 3 illustrates that there are some trajectory lines (colored red), which indicate that the algorithm has had difficulty in finding a match during point cloud registration. The overall absolute accuracy of the survey is a combination of the accuracy of the laser (30 mm) and also the trajectory estimation (determined through the SLAM calculation). Therefore, as the trajectory is a variable factor, it is essential to analyze the environment being surveyed and its impact in order to understand the overall accuracy of the resultant survey.
Postprocessing of the Leica HDS6000 Dataset
Following the on-site scanning survey, the data from the 59 different laser scan positions were loaded into Leica Cyclone, a proprietary point cloud postprocessing software. 17 The high definition scanner (HDS) targets placed in the scene formed the initial basis for point cloud registration. Use of targets provided constraints between adjoining scan locations. Following this, numerous cloud to cloud based constraints (281) were added and the fine iterative closest point adjustment was undertaken to produce a comprehensive model of the surveyed area, consisting of 272 million points. The combined model of the quadrilateral is shown in Fig. 4 . This point cloud formed the basis for subsequent comparison with the ZEB systems.
Postprocessing of the ZEB Datasets
When using ZEB systems, the user is required to upload the scanned data onto a server, where it is processed by GeoSLAM via the SLAM algorithm and a complete registered model is generated. The user then receives a registered model. In respect of the case study above, the complete ZEB1 dataset resulted in a point cloud of 47 million points, the ZEB REVO dataset contained 18.8 million points and the 40-Hz REVO survey created 18.5 million points. A plan view of the respective surveyed/scanned location for the ZEB1 dataset can be seen in Fig. 5 , the ZEB REVO model can be seen in Fig. 6 , and the 40-Hz REVO is shown in Fig. 7 . For the purpose of this study, the need for georeferencing to a grid system (other than referenced to north for rock mass characterization) was not required as the comparisons could be made in local space. However, various datasets had to be moved into the same local coordinate space to allow comparisons to be made between the HDS6000 and ZEB data. This was achieved by using the HDS6000 dataset as a reference and translating the ZEB models using the freely available software CloudCompare. 18 Consistency between datasets was achieved by selecting common points throughout the models to form references for alignment, with a registration error across all models of <15 mm. It must be noted that during the translation process, only the orientation and position of the ZEB datasets were changed, with the scale of the models left the same to ensure that the data comparison would be classified on the scanner derived models. 
Rock Mass Characterization
Previous work has demonstrated the effective use of remotely captured 3-D point cloud data for evaluation of the orientation and influence of the discrete fracture network on excavation stability. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] In order to highlight the potential application of the ZEB data, a comparative evaluation of the respective 3-D point cloud reconstructions was undertaken using the SplitFX software. 24 A pole vector deviation analysis was undertaken to quantify any differences between the analyses undertaken. Check comparisons were also made between conventional handmapped data to ensure confidence in the interpretation of the remotely captured data.
Results
Deviation Comparisons
In order to evaluate the "accuracy" of the created models (i.e., in terms of how close the ZEB models correlate to the HDS6000 dataset using the nearest neighbor Euclidian distance), deviation comparisons were undertaken in CloudCompare, producing a 3-D analysis of the datasets using the HDS6000 data as a reference. The HDS6000 data were taken as a bench mark due to the robust registration process containing numerous targets and cloud constraints (with a mean absolute error of 1 mm over 281 constraints). In addition, the HDS6000 data have been compared to the established survey network around the mine in previous studies. 25 The colors depicted in the deviation analyses undertaken correspond to the deviation away from the base model, with the respective deviation value indicated in the key on Figs. 8-10. The color coding of the point cloud provides an instant identification of areas that have excellent/good correlation and areas with greater deviation.
The ZEB1 dataset was initially compared to the HDS6000 model, where the results are shown in Fig. 8 . The saturation point has been set to 70 mm and the results are presented in Fig. 8 . The saturation point was set at 70 mm as 97% [∼2.5 standard deviations(SDs)] of the data. The regions of surveyed area with greater deviation (∼3% of data) were associated with data on the extremes of the model and therefore were rejected for comparative purposes. The ZEB REVO data were then compared to the HDS6000 model. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . Again, for similar reasons, the saturation point was set at 70 mm. Finally, the 40-Hz REVO was compared to the HDS6000 dataset with the result shown in Fig. 10 . In addition to the 3-D comparisons, the data can also be illustrated in the form of a histogram, showing the correlation between the number of points and deviation value. Comparisons made with the various ZEB systems and the HDS6000 dataset have been undertaken. The ZEB1 dataset comparison is shown in Fig. 11 , the ZEB REVO comparison in Fig. 12 and finally, the 40-Hz REVO analysis in Fig. 13 .
The majority of the ZEB1 data (75%) falls within 28.1 mm of the HDS6000 data. Fifty percent (50%) falls within 15.6 mm (Fig. 11) . The ZEB REVO provided similar results to the ZEB1 with 75% falling within 27.5 mm and 50% falling within 16.8 mm. Seventy five percent (75%) of the 40-Hz REVO data fell within 35.6 mm and 50% within 19.7 mm (Fig. 13) .
Cross-sections were cut through the datasets at the same location within the Test Mine to show a 2-D profile of the excavation created with each instrument. An example series of crosssections are shown in Fig. 14. The datasets are visually similar, and probably all could be used to create a sectional profile of the excavation of higher quality than those created using conventional survey means. That said, the HDS6000 dataset has considerably less noise and likewise forms a more accurate profile. This increased accuracy may be necessary in certain applications (e.g., positioning equipment to mm tolerance). Fig. 11 Histogram plot of the ZEB1 compared to HDS6000. Fig. 12 Histogram plot of the ZEB REVO compared to HDS6000. Fig. 13 Histogram plot of the 40-Hz REVO compared to HDS6000. 
Rock Mass Characterization
In order to assess potential instability mechanisms within an underground operation, rock mass characterization is normally undertaken. This classifies the rock mass from an engineering perspective and identifies blocks that have the potential to fall or slide into the excavation. This is normally undertaken manually using a compass clinometer to obtain orientation of discontinuities for subsequent stereographic interpretation. The laser scan devices were used to collect point data that can be interrogated for determining discontinuity orientation. The point clouds were referenced to grid North for the stereographic analysis. A small section of a tunnel was then extracted from each of the models for evaluation. The sections were then independently imported into SplitFX 21 to map local discontinuities; best fit "patches" to manually assigned sections of the point cloud surface are automatically selected by SplitFx. The point normal of the patch can then be plotted onto a stereonet and kinematic analysis performed. "Trace" planes can also be fitted to the point cloud along the daylighting edges of fractures. Trace plane mapping is undertaken if the discontinuity extends perpendicular to the face (therefore making a patch unachievable). An example of the mapping process for the HDS6000 dataset is shown in Fig. 15 , where the best fit "patches" are shown in red and the "trace" planes indicated in purple (an example of which is in the upper right of Fig. 15 ).
The discontinuity mapping process was undertaken for each of the models for the same location within the Test Mine. The discontinuity data were then exported to Rocsciences' DIPS software (23) for visual comparison using contour plots of the identified pole vectors, as shown in Fig. 16 .
Three discontinuity sets were identified using the HDS6000 data: two of high angle (1 and 2) and one of low angle (3) summarized in Table 1 . Using the ZEB REVO dataset, two high angle sets were identified (1 and 2). Two high angle features (1 and 2) were identified using the ZEB1 data. The 40-Hz REVO dataset analysis produced two high angle sets (1 and 2). In addition, the 40-Hz dataset analysis identified another random feature, which could be considered noise (4) and finally, another feature, which appears to be less prominent in the other surveys (5) .
When using the HDS6000 dataset (Table 1) , the ability to identify a low angle set was largely due to the increased point density. Low angle features were more visible and trace planes could Fig. 15 Example of "patch" and "trace" location assignment from discontinuity mapping in SplitFX.
be fitted to the discontinuities. Low angle features were also sometimes difficult to detect using the ZEB1 due to sporadic point distribution. The REVO unit, on the other hand, provided a far more uniform point cloud with less noise, aiding in the identification of the features and general usability of the point cloud.
The same area of the drive was handmapped using a conventional geological compass and scanline mapping, corrected to grid North (Table 1) . Hand mapping the face resulted in the identification of two high angle sets (1 and 2) and a further low angled feature (3) (Fig. 17) . All laser-scan-based stereographic surveys correlated well with the conventional hand mapping for the identification of the two high angle features (Table 1) . However, only the HDS6000 data were able to identify the low angle feature (Table 1) .
Pole vector analysis of discontinuities
Another way to compare the point clouds and remote discontinuity mapping is to take specific poles on the stereonets and evaluate the deviation between the various models. Orientation data can be difficult to compare as they contain two components: the dip and the dip direction angles. However, by converting the measurements into pole vectors, comparisons can be made more easily. The readings can be readily converted into Cartesian co-ordinates using trigonometry, as depicted in Fig. 18 , 19 where A is pole measured from y∕x plane, B is polar direction measured from the y axis, R is pole vector distance, X is angle between x and pole vector, Y is angle between y axis and pole vector, Z is angle between z axis and pole vector, NðyÞ is North, and EðxÞ is East. Therefore, the pole vector error distance can be defined as
Using the polar-coordinate vector error formula defined above, select and readily identifiable discontinuity poles were compared for several locations. The results of the comparative analysis are presented in Tables 2-4 . This analysis was performed using the HDS6000 as the Fig. 18 Dip and dip direction conversion Cartesian co-ordinates. Table 3 Results of the pole vector analysis for the ZEB REVO compared to the HDS6000. reference model. In the tables, R1 represents the pole vector distance of the HDS6000 and R2 represents the pole vector distance of the respective equipment (i.e., Table 2 -R2 represents ZEB1, Table 3-R2 represents ZEB REVO, and Table 4 -R2 represents 40-Hz REVO). Table 2 shows that the poles appear to correlate reasonably well with the HDS6000 dataset, with an average pole vector difference across the population of 5.71 and SD of 5.58 (deg). However, certain discontinuities appear to deviate with a value greater than 10, which is likely to be due to the high amount of noise on the ZEB1 dataset. Noise has a detrimental effect on the best-fit patch alignment that results from these anomalies. Noise in the data was evident when trying to assign discontinuities during the remote mapping process, where it was sometimes difficult to identify specific features common in all models.
Analysis of Table 3 shows that the pole concentrations correlate exceptionally well with the HDS6000 when using the REVO, with an average 4.08 and SD 2.60 (deg) across the population of values. All of the values are below 10 in the vector error, which can be directly attributed to the more uniformly created point cloud with significantly less noise than the ZEB1 dataset, in which surface fitting appeared to be more precise.
The comparisons made between the 40-Hz REVO in Table 4 again show exceptional correlation with the HDS6000 dataset, with an average of 4.31 and SD of 2.50 across the population. This again is due to the improved uniform point cloud created by the REVO system.
However, only the HDS6000 laser scanner was able to identify the low angle features when compared to the conventional hand mapping as a result of the greater definition provided by the greater number of points within the point cloud.
Speed of Data Collection
In regard to the time, the ZEB survey is considerably quicker (20 to 30 min for case study) than that of conventional laser scanning (half a day for case study). As the ZEB systems are processed automatically, the time taken to postprocess the data is also significantly reduced. 4 Discussion
Deviation Comparisons
In a controlled underground environment, the ZEB-based systems provide results that are comparable to that of conventional laser scanning equipment. The ZEB-generated point clouds show good correlation with the baseline TLS survey. In underground mining environments, there is a need to rapidly obtain accurate 3-D data, in which focus is placed on mining production and detailed target-based surveying can be time consuming. The ZEB-based systems allow for considerably faster and more complete surveys. With respect to data coverage and density of the captured points, ZEB systems can provide geometric data that can far surpass conventional surveying methodologies. The ZEB systems were able to capture ∼18 million points per survey, creating a very dense point cloud of the mapped area, unachievable using conventional equipment.
ZEB systems require remote third party processing so that may be a limitation as survey and mathematical errors cannot be assessed. Based on the results of the comparative study, we believe that when undertaking critical measurements to mm accuracy, the ZEB system is not the best instrument to use. However, in applications in which 30 mm of error could be considered acceptable (such as in surveying of production blasting operations), the ZEB-based systems are satisfactory.
The speed of capture and density of data that can be generated by the ZEB systems provide an adequate tool to collect information quickly with relatively little skill required. However, a good understanding of the potential sources of error and their propagation is essential to maintain relative accuracy.
Helping to Maintain Accuracy and Improving the Deliverable Data
As previously mentioned, testing has been undertaken under optimal conditions, in which numerous closed loops could be obtained. These conditions may not be obtained in many mining operations; therefore, further work is required to assess the instruments, for example, on long straight drives to analyze the detrimental effects of "swing" or linear deviation in the created datasets.
Rock Mass Characterization
The misidentification of low angle features using the ZEB systems could have major safety implications if failures were kinematically feasible and adversely oriented blocks were released causing an accident. Further work could be undertaken with the ZEB systems to concentrate the scanning in an area to be used for rock mass characterization to establish if any low angle features could be detected. Low angle features may be detected by walking the area a number of times at a slower pace in order to increase the point density, possibly aiding in the identification of low-angle features. This highlights the need for a site walkover by a competent person in order to determine the purpose of the survey and the need to match the requirements of the survey to the instrumentation used. A working knowledge of the benefits and limitations of available equipment is essential to ensure accuracy.
Conclusions
This study has highlighted that handheld automated mapping solutions provide quicker data collection and subsequent processing time when compared to conventional TLS. Local co-ordinate comparisons of the respective point clouds (of all tested handheld units) are similar to those of conventional laser scanning. For general mining applications, the ZEB units provide sufficient accuracy (due to the tolerance of what can be achieved in conventional blasting). However, for applications that require greater accuracy, the current handheld automated mapping devices/ instruments may not be a replacement for conventional laser scanning or total station measurement.
The handheld-generated point cloud models provide a dense topology of the rock surface that far surpasses the density of data that could be obtained using conventional measurement techniques (total station based). However, the ultimate use of the point cloud will dictate the correct equipment to be used, and the density and accuracy of the required point cloud. The handheld automated systems data reproduced the location and orientation of large discontinuities. Analysis of the plotted pole vector difference of near vertical features identified in point clouds generated from automated systems was minimal, when compared to features identified using conventional laser scanning techniques. However, point cloud detail obtained using handheld methods was insufficient to identify low angle features in the area mapped.
Appendix: Guidelines for Effective ZEB System Operation
The ZEB systems require the user to lay the instrument on a flat stable platform to first initialize the unit in preparation for the scanning process. The initialization process takes ∼2 min and the surveyor has to wait for the indication LEDs (found on both the data logger and the unit itself) to turn green. Following the initialization process, the surveyor can then set off to begin to record the selected environment.
When the surveyor begins to walk, the natural motion will cause the ZEB1 to begin to gently oscillate forward and backward, and the unit will begin to gather data in a 3-D form. In certain cases, the ZEB1 may require encouragement to move in a "nodding" motion, ensuring the movement is large enough to capture a wide field of view. However, care should be taken as not to oscillate the unit uncontrollably; if the unit is moving at an excessive amount, it will be indicated by a flashing LED on the handle. In addition, a reasonably slow walking pace must be taken in order to be able to record a density of data that is required to ensure a processed solution.
In respect of the ZEB REVO, a button on the side of the instrument is pressed and this will cause the scanning head to rotate. Once activated, the unit will be capturing data in a 3-D form. The 100-Hz sensor found in the ZEB REVO is of a higher frequency allowing for faster data collection, hence, a quicker walking pace can be adopted when undertaking a survey with the ZEB REVO. When undertaking a survey with the 40-Hz REVO, a slower walking pace similar to that of the ZEB1 is adopted. The need to establish adequate survey preplanning is essential in order to understand the environment that requires recording, as there are a number of procedures that can be incorporated into the process to assist in error reduction: 26 • Slowing down: If it is identified that an area may cause a problem in survey preplanning, it may be appropriate to adopt a slower walking pace. This will allow the unit to capture a greater point density of the selected area and additional geometry aiding processing. A number of areas may require additional point density to be used at a later stage in the engineering process and therefore operating the scanner at a slower pace in these areas would be a preferred option.
• Nodding the scanner from side to side (ZEB1): In areas of narrow geometry, it may be necessary to allow the ZEB1 to nod from side to side to capture additional geometry on the side and hanging walls.
• Holding the scanner to one side or in an elevated position: It may be necessary to elevate the scanner or hold the unit to one side (ZEB1), which can sometimes provide a greater field of view of adequate geometry.
• Closing multiple loops: The addition of multiple closed loops can improve the accuracy, considerably reducing error propagation in the survey. Therefore, it is beneficial to close loops as many times as possible and from multiple locations if applicable.
• Facing backward when entering open spaces: When transiting into areas from constrained to open areas, it is advisable to both slow down and turn the scanner to face in the opposite direction to gather additional geometry of the previous area.
Incorporating additional geometry or targets: In certain cases, it may be preferable to incorporate additional geometry into the scene to aid in the registration process. For example, if preidentified, it could be possible to place additional static objects in the scene to provide additional tie points for the algorithm. After the survey process, the collected point cloud data need to be transferred from the datalogger to a USB stick and then saved onto a computer. Following this, the data can then be uploaded onto the GeoSLAM server to be processed via an internet connection. Once uploaded, the user is presented with a screen detailing the amount of credits that will be required for processing the dataset. It is an important point to note that when using the online processing option, credits have to be purchased from GeoSLAM to supply the service. However, there is now an option available to purchase a desktop version of the software for added flexibility, not requiring an internet connection and also unlimited processing credits.
After sufficient time has elapsed (dependent on file size), the data are processed and the credits taken from the user's account, the file can then be downloaded and saved for future use. A compressed zip file is provided containing a number of files of different point cloud formats and trajectory lines.
